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Naturally, the system suffers all of the omissions of ICD-9. For example, "AIDS"
and "ARC" were not recognized, nor was "Acquired" exactly right for AIDS, because
that gave me "acquired immunodeficiency-279.3." Not to worry, however; the
program has a nice feature that lets you add diagnoses to the dictionary, so I added
AIDS and ARC to the dictionary with fictitious codes, and they were immediately
accessible. This feature enables you toupdateyour system tokeepit current and access
the diagnoses as you write them, as well as the way the authors of the classification
wrote them.
Overall, I was impressed with the system, and I think an hour or so to become
maximally comfortable with this system is not a high priceto pay for theconvenience it
could provide for someone who had to do this work frequently. I would recommend
more adequate descriptive material-not to tell you how to get started-because that
is clear and the menu quite adequate-but to give you a few user's hints initially to
speed up the learning process. I also wish that the authors would have included in the
dictionary more codes to save the user from trying to outguess ICD-9 and the codes for
surgical operations and medical procedures. Nevertheless, the flexibility of the
program, and its great ease of use, make it an excellent buy for the money and a real
timesaver for the person who looks up many ofthese diagnostic codes.
JAMES F. JEKEL
Department ofEpidemiology andPublic Health
Yale University School ofMedicine
MICROBESSAVANT@. Sumter, SC, Medical Logic International. One disk for IBM and
compatibles. $39.00.
Microbessavant® is a menu-driven program that is, we are told in the letter from the
publisher, "An application that affords quick selection of appropriate anti-microbial
drugs." Our copy required an IBM-compatible computer, but the minimum RAM
needed to run the program was not indicated. It is a quick and easy program to enter
and use.
The user first chooses the class oforganism to be treated (e.g., gram-positive cocci,
gram-negative bacilli, protozoa, and so on). The next level requires choosing the
specific microorganisms. Then the program shows a big box with all of the primary
antibiotics listed in what at first appears to be alphabetic order, but then the alphabetic
order isoften repeated. It is notclear whether or not each alphabetic cycle implies that,
as in Consumer Reports, those of equal usefulness are listed alphabetically, and the
next alphabetic list includes those oflesser usefulness. More instructions and informa-
tion about the program, either printed and accompanying the materials or built into
the program itself, would help us to understand how to interpret the information
given.
The next step in the program shows another box with the secondary antibiotics,
again presented as one or morealphabetic lists. Then comes a listingofthe bestdrug(s)
to use if the organism is causing a urinary tract infection. In all ofthese, ifthe box is
empty it means there is no effective antibiotic. On occasion, the program will give a
warning or additional information, such as in the case of C. diptheriae, where it notes
that the primary treatment is diptheria antitoxin, and antibiotic treatment is only a
supplement.
I am sorry to say I found this program disappointing and inadequate. The program
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to its use, the side effects to be watched for, including allergic symptoms, the possible
cross-reactions with other medications, the probabilities of antibiotic resistance and
the best antibiotics to substitute in that event, and no sense of the advantages and
disadvantages ofoneantibioticoveranother. This program is merely a computer listing
ofantibiotic names, without the other necessary information that would be found in a
book on medical therapy. Because of the lack of in-depth information, I find it
inadequate for the purpose for which it was written, as I stated above. Microbes is a
good beginning that has been published too soon; much more development is needed
before I could recommend its purchase.
JAMES F. JEKEL
Department ofEpidemiology andPublic Health
Yale University School ofMedicine
HEALTH PROBE HEALTH ANALYSIS®. Greenwood, IN, Healthcare Data, 1987. One
disk for IBM and compatibles. $149.00.
Health Probe is a menu-driven medical history and risk assessment program that is
meant to be used in the context of regular medical care. It elicits about 200 frames of
questions (usually, five in each frame) from the patient and then prints out a detailed
summary of the findings and an analysis of the risks and the medical history. It
suggests, furthermore, that the doctor consider a number of factors in the differential
diagnosis and then lists a number of suggestions that might be useful in prevention.
The program is an extremely easy environment to enter and work in. Patients can learn
in a minute or two how to operate the program, and most would take from 20 to 30
minutes to answer all ofthe questions. When the last question has been answered, the
program computes for a minute or so and then asks ifthe operator wants to look at the
results or to print out the program. I doubt, however, that the physician would want the
patient to look over the printout and possibly see serious things in the differential
diagnosis, such as cancer, even though these are stated cautiously.
Ofeven greater concern, the program lists the ten most recent patient histories and
asks which one she or he wants to examine. On my disk there is nothing to prevent a
patient from looking at the medical histories already recorded by other patients! That
possibility would make most patients uncomfortable about the data he or she hasjust
given. I talked with the program's developer, Dr. Douglas A. Darbro, and he is going to
install a password system so that only the physician or his designate could look at, or
print out, any ofthe results. This password system should be an adequate "fix" for the
problem, and the corrected program probably will be available for all ofthe programs
sold by the time this review is published. [NOTE: Because ofmy objection that patients
could review their own or other patient reports, the author has now inserted a password
system that must be activated before any files can be examined or printed. This
appears to be an adequate "fix" for this potential problem.]
To try out the program, I first answered all of the questions for myself. They
consisted of a medical review of systems (ever happened), a review of medical
procedures, a family history, and events and symptoms from the most recent year. To
theprogram'scredit, social and emotional factors arestrongly built intothe system and
the analysis. The program faithfully printed out all of my deficiencies, often in more
than one place, and it was right on target with some ofits preventive suggestions. I was
pleased to discover that, " . . . bearing the unforseen, a minimum lifespan ofat least 77
years can be expected." I was, however, strongly castigated for not taking time to